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Introduction
The second annual Fort Leavenworth Herpetofaunal Survey was conducted on Saturday,
17 April 2011, with 34 participants. Over the following two weeks, survey sites were rechecked,
augmenting the number of both species and specimens observed. A combined total of 183
specimens representing 15 species were observed, an improvement over last year. The success
of this survey was due in large part to the efforts of local citizen-scientist volunteers.
New for this year was the addition of informational placards on artificial cover items,
which serve the purpose of reducing the likelihood the items will be mistakenly removed by
installation cleanup efforts. The placards also carry unique identification, with each cover item
logged into a database, allowing trend information as to cover item preference over time to be
recorded. As this annual survey continues in the years ahead, such data should produce useful
information as to the behavioral habits, and therefore best management practices, of Fort
Leavenworth herpetofauna.

Materials and Methods
Materials
Materials used as artificial cover objects include existing boards, carpet, and tin
(reference the report, ―2010 Fort Leavenworth Herpetofaunal Survey‖ for additional
information); as well as additional tin placed since the 2010 survey. On the recommendation of
last year’s participants, tin was added to the Chief Joseph Loop transect. Furthermore, a new
transect site (Power Line Cut #2) was created using tin exclusively.
Prior to new cover item placement, most sites were prepared using a weedeater to denude
the surface of existing vegetation, helping ensure better cover contact with the ground and
encourage rodent nesting/burrowing. Birdseed was scattered beneath new cover items to further
stimulate rodent activity. The additional cover items were emplaced in December 2010 to allow
sufficient time for rodents to being utilizing the cover.
In Spring 2011 the Natural Resources Division created 100 identification placards to
place on the cover items with the following text:
WARNING
DO NOT DISTURB
This is an “artificial cover” providing habitat for a variety of wildlife. It’s part of
an ongoing long term survey by the Directorate of Public Works, Environmental Division.
For additional information call 913-684-8979.
AC Registry #[ ]
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The placards were made of red plastic and engraved with the information, and holes were
drilled in each corner to aid in affixing them to the cover items. In the lower right-hand corner, a
number was engraved for identification of individual cover items for the establishment of an
artificial cover registry (to enable logging of data based on individual cover items). Due to a
―communication breakdown,‖ all placards were initially engraved with the number ―1‖ on them.
The author used an engraving tool to engrave additional numbers and letters on the placards to
make each uniquely identifiable. Hence, in the registry (an Excel spreadsheet), all the current
placards have a ―1‖ in their alphanumeric identifiers (e.g. 11A, 21B, etc.). The photo below
depicts a cover board with placard and is representative of how all cover items are marked.

Plywood cover board with placard.

In early April 2011, the placards were temporarily attached to selected cover items (there
were not enough to place one on every cover item) using glue rather than more intrusive means,
so as not to disturb any animals utilizing the cover prior to the official survey date. One cover
item was lifted during this time—a piece of tin on Transect #5, Power Line Ridges, and three
ringneck snakes (Diadophis punctatus) were discovered beneath (though not recorded, as survey
participants would likely encounter these same individuals the following week).
Over the two weeks following the official survey, the placards were permanently affixed
to the cover items by drilling a single hole in the cover item, then using a metal cotter pin placed
through one of the pre-drilled holes in the placard and cover item, and bent to hold it in place,
while still allowing the placard itself to rotate freely around the cotter pin (see photographs next
page). This was done to enable surveyors to check for animals hiding on top of the cover, but
beneath the placard.
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View of cover item (fiberglass) from above, with placard affixed using metal cotter pin.

View of same cover item from below, showing cotter pin bent to secure placard.
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Date Selection
Coordination for a suitable date began in December 2010, via email communication with
Garrison leadership via Mr. Matt Nowak in the Natural Resources Division. This coordination is
necessary in order to deconflict with other activities occurring around the same time.
The biggest concern is the potential for visiting Guard and Reserve units to conduct
training on the weekends on Fort Leavenworth Military Reservation, to include live-fire
exercises. Such activities preclude other activities in the non-built-up areas of the reservation, in
the interest of safety. However, for purposes of scheduling future surveys, it should be noted
that land-navigation exercises and other training not involving live-fire activity do not negatively
impact herpetofaunal survey activity, and the survey groups should not interfere with ongoing
exercises (based on post-survey interaction with a surveyor and a unit conducting training).
Installation point of contact for scheduled exercises is Mr. John Rourk, Chief, Training Division,
Directorate of Plans, Training and Mobilization, (913) 684-0062, john.w.rourk@us.army.mil.
Another factor considered was avoidance of the Post Yard Sale, a semiannual event
which, for the spring, usually occurs the first weekend in May. Traffic on the post increases
tremendously that weekend, making it difficult to access the installation due to congestion at the
front gate. However, based on the author’s personal experience with the yard sale, much of the
activity is finished by noon; it may be possible to schedule the herpetofaunal survey on the same
Saturday as the yard sale, but starting at noon or 1 p.m. to mitigate traffic concerns—as well as
potentially provide more favorable (warmer) climatic conditions. Installation point of contact for
the Post Yard Sale and other family/morale events which may conflict is Mr. Ben Fonte at
Family Morale, Welfare and Recreation, (913) 684-1674, bemjamin.fonte@us.army.mil.
Turkey hunting season in Kansas typically starts mid-April; while this does not
necessarily impact date selection, it is something to keep in mind, so that participants are alerted
to the possibility of such activity. To mitigate potential risk, at least one participant in each
survey team is required to wear safety orange (e.g. a hat or a vest). Furthermore, the survey
participants are directed to remain outside Area D (the oxbow in the Missouri River east of the
airfield), as this is where the highest concentration of turkey hunters typically is. Unfortunately,
it may also be a lucrative site for herpetofaunal surveys as well.
Given all these considerations, the target date for a herpetofaunal survey should fall
sometime during late April to mid-May. Choosing a date earlier in the year greatly decreases the
likelihood of reliably finding reptiles in appreciable numbers due to cooler temperatures.
Similarly, many of the target species may no longer be utilizing the cover items if the date is
pushed too late into May. The warmer temperatures also stimulate emergent brush growth, to
include poison ivy in some locations. Chiggers and ticks proliferate in these conditions as well,
making survey efforts unpleasant.
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Transect Selection
Fort Leavenworth consists of 5,927 acres of land bordering the Missouri River with 9
recognized vegetation communities. Historically the installation included more areas of open
prairie, but as a result of human fire suppression and other activity, plant succession towards
predominantly forest has taken place. Ecotones between wooded and open areas, such as power
line cuts, were targeted for creating new transects both last year and this year to augment existing
study sites.
Most natural surface cover (rocks) existed in locations which have since been converted
to manmade structures for military training. Exposed rocky bluffs on the northwest side of the
installation are suspected of containing hibernacula for species including the as-yet-unobservedon-post timber rattlesnake (Crotalus horridus), but continued facilities construction in this area
may jeopardize these habitats.
This year’s survey focused on 6 transects—5 were existing sites from previous surveys
and 1 was new for this year. Two sites from last year were not considered for this year’s survey.
One site (Land Navigation Area) was not examined prior to the survey this year to locate the
cover items, which are few in number and widely dispersed. The other site (Rehabilitated
Landfill) was unproductive last year, as its cover items had been displaced by installation
personnel a few days prior to the survey and the site was not reexamined or prepared this year.
Each transect examined for this year’s survey consists of numerous pieces of artificial cover
placed in likely habitat. A more detailed description of each transect is provided in Appendix A.
Survey Groups
34 participants were divided into groups roughly equal in number of participants, based
on affiliation—family members were kept together, for example. At least one ―experienced
herper‖ lead each group—for purposes of the survey, these were individuals who, by training,
education, or extensive field experience, were considered sufficiently qualified to accurately
identify specimens.
Communications with Attendees
Solicitation of participants was accomplished primarily through emailed announcements.
The author sent an email to individuals on the mailing list from last year’s survey (whether they
actually attended the 2010 survey or merely expressed an interest) on 18 March 2011. Joseph
Collins, Adjunct Herpetologist with the Kansas Biological Survey, sent an email to the extensive
mailing lists of the Kansas Herpetological Society and Center for North American Herpetology
on 16 March 2011. Respondents were directed to contact the author, who managed the
participant list.
Followup emails were sent to the prospective participants to suggest items to bring,
update/confirm survey date/time, and provide directions to the initial meeting location. Since
most of the participants were civilians unaffiliated with the installation, they were required to use
the ―non-Department-of-Defense-sticker vehicle‖ visitor lane at the main gate to gain access.
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Participants were warned to allow extra time at the gate for a vehicle search. Matt Nowak also
coordinated with the Military Police Operations Desk, (913) 684-3543, to inform them there
would be civilians showing up en masse between 9 and 10 a.m. to participate in a wildlife
survey. Whether this helps expedite the process at the main gate is indeterminate.
Handouts Provided
Two handouts were given to each survey group. The first handout was information
common to all survey sites—emergency information (directions to the local hospital), contact
numbers, instructions for conducting the survey, and information on the Kansas Biological
Survey Redbelly and Smooth Earth Snakes Project. Survey groups could keep the first handout,
primarily as a reference for the KBS Project so they could be on the lookout for these uncommon
snakes.
The second handout was specific to the transect the group would explore, and included
site photographs, descriptions, and species checklists. These handouts were to be turned in upon
completion of the survey, as this was the means for the author to aggregate the data. It also
provided a place to list the participants at each transect.
Last year, several groups left before turning in their checklists. This year, each group
was instructed to call the author upon completion of their transect, and the author arranged to
meet them to collect the information before they departed. This worked much more favorably.
At the initial meeting starting the survey, the author passed around a sign-up sheet, as a
failsafe to ensure all participants’ names were recorded in case they didn’t list them on their
transect checklists, but also to record group members’ cell phone numbers to facilitate contact in
the case of emergency, unknown species identification assistance, and checklist turn-in
arrangements.

Observations
Weather Conditions
The Leavenworth area experienced unusual conditions during late winter/early spring in
2011, with highly variable temperatures and precipitation when compared to historical averages.
In the week prior to the official survey date, mean, maximum, and minimum daily temperatures,
and average relative humidity as reported on Weather Underground’s (www.wunderground.com)
almanac data for Kansas City International Airport (12 miles ESE of the installation) were as
depicted in the graphs on the following pages. General trends for the week were cooler
temperatures than historical averages.
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Prior Week Actual vs. Historic Mean Temperatures, degrees Fahrenheit

Prior Week Actual vs. Historic Maximum Temperatures, degrees Fahrenheit
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Prior Week Actual vs. Historic Minimum Temperatures, degrees Fahrenheit

Prior Week Average Humidity, Percent
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Precipitation during the week leading up to the survey consisted of trace amounts early in
the week, culminating with thunderstorms producing 1.13 inches the day prior. Year-to-date
precipitation as of the survey date was higher than the historical average—8.31 inches compared
to 7.17 inches, but most of this was due to heavier-than-normal snowfall earlier in the year.
Month-to-date precipitation was 2.85 inches, comparable to the historical average of 2.27 inches.
A temperature and relative humidity spot reading was taken on-site using a
commercially-available digital thermometer/hygrometer at 10:50 a.m., registering 61 degrees
Fahrenheit and 56% humidity. Skies were overcast, and just prior to the 10 a.m. initial meeting
for the survey, a light rain fell for a few minutes at the airfield. At the conclusion of the survey
at 1:00 p.m. another spot reading was taken, registering 69 ºF and 47% humidity. The moon
phase at this time was a waning gibbous, with last quarter officially on 24 April.
After the survey, weather conditions as reported at the Kansas City International Airport
were recorded from Weather Underground and are depicted in the table below. Compared to last
year, temperatures for the survey were slightly cooler, humidity was higher, cloud cover was
greater, and pressure was lower.

Survey Weather Conditions
Time
(CDT)
1000
1100
1200
1300

As reported at Kansas City International Airport 23 April 2011
Temp (F)
Humidity
Sea Level
Wind
Wind
(%)
Pressure
Direction
Speed
(in Hg)
(mph)
53.1
50
29.96
NW
9.2
55.0
51
29.96
N
5.8
54.0
55
29.97
NNW
3.5
54.0
59
29.96
NW
11.5

Sky
Condition
Overcast
Overcast
Overcast
Overcast

In the two weeks following the formal survey, as additional specimens were observed,
Weather Underground was consulted for general weather information, and this information is
listed with the species observations below. Furthermore, while permanently affixing placards to
the cover items on 07 April at approximately 11:00 a.m., the author used a Pro Exotics PE-2
infrared temperature gun to measure surface temperatures of cover items, the soil they covered,
and exposed ground (vegetated). Ambient air temperature as measured by a digital thermometer
was 80 ºF and relative humidity was 44%. Using the temp gun, surface temperature of plywood
boards in full sun was 113 ºF with the underlying soil at 75 ºF. Surface temperature of tin in full
sun was 129 ºF, yet underlying soil temperature was only 76 ºF. The tin used as cover items is
corrugated, and the tin does not sit firmly against the substrate, so some airflow is possible
between the tin and the ground. Exposed surface temperature (beneath grassy vegetation) in full
sun was approximately 80 ºF.
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Survey Observations
The following list consists of animals observed during the official survey on 23 April
2011 as well as during informal surveys in the following weeks. During this time the author
returned to the transects which had placards temporarily glued to the cover items, and
permanently affixed them. In the process, he lifted each cover item to complete the attachment
and recorded the animals observed underneath.
The following list summarizes these observations and indicates last year’s numbers to the
right. Details of these observations are provided in the individual transect accounts in Appendix
A. Species names follow Standard Common and Current Scientific Names for North American
Amphibians, Turtles, Reptiles, and Crocodilians (Collins & Taggart 2009).
Total Species Observed and Number of Each
Frogs and Toads (±108):
American Toad, Anaxyrus americanus (±27)
Blanchard’s Cricket Frog, Acris blanchardi (±12)
Boreal Chorus Frog, Pseudacris maculata (±28)
Bullfrog, Lithobates catesbeianus (±25)
Eastern Gray Tree Frog, Hyla versicolor (1 calling)
Plains Leopard Frog, Lithobates blairi (±15)
Lizards (10):
Five-lined Skink, Plestiodon fasciatus (10)
Snakes (65):
Eastern Racer, Coluber constrictor (5)
Brown Snake, Storeria dekayi (1)
Milk Snake, Lampropeltis triangulum (5)
Prairie Kingsnake, Lampropeltis calligaster (1)
Western Rat Snake, Scotophis obsoletus (2)
Western Worm Snake, Carphophis vermis (8)
Ringneck Snake, Diadophis punctatus (40)
Common Garter Snake, Thamnophis sirtalis (3)

Previous Survey
2010 (192+)
2010 (3)
2010 (8)
2010 (180+ chorusing)
2010 (1)
2010 (none observed)
2010 (none observed)
2010 (15)
2010 (35)
2010 (4)
2010 (1)
2010 (2)
2010 (none observed)
2010 (1)
2010 (6)
2010 (18)
2010 (1)

Species not found this year, but which were observed in 2010, were the Western Ribbon
Snake (Thamnophis proximus) and the Copperhead (Agkistrodon contortrix). Significant finds
this year were the addition of the Plains Leopard Frog (not observed last year), Eastern Gray
Tree Frog (not observed last year), and the Prairie Kingsnake (not seen on the installation since
2003).
The results of this survey have been compiled and forwarded to Joe Collins for inclusion
in Kansas Biological Survey/Kansas Herpetofaunal Atlas records. A synopsis of these results
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(participants, species found and numbers of each) is expected to appear in the September 2011
issue of the Journal of Kansas Herpetology, published by the Kansas Herpetological Society.

Recommendations
Areas for Further Exploration
Transect 7 (Rehabilitated Landfill) could potentially be a good transect, but it was not
surveyed this year. The cover items which were displaced in 2010 need to be found and
repositioned. Paint the cover items to blend in with surrounding vegetation and/or locating them
where they cannot be seen from Sherman Avenue should alleviate concerns that the cover items
are unsightly.
The two lakes on either side of Grant Avenue and their drainage/creek behind the Lewis
and Clark Center (Stimson Avenue) should be surveyed next year. Anecdotal observations of
water snakes (Nerodia) and turtles (presumably Trachemys) are reported and need to be verified.
Additionally, the Lewis and Clark Center itself hosts a small number of Gray Treefrogs
on the building. They can be seen at night near lights, and during the day individuals can be
found sheltering behind the dedication plaques at the building’s main entrance.
A concentrated effort on the northwest side of the post should ultimately turn up timber
rattlesnakes. Timbers are sometimes found dead on the road paralleling the western boundary of
the installation, and they presumably overwinter in the rocky west-facing slopes on that side of
the post.
Survey participant Nick Gomez searched for redbelly and smooth earth snakes in the
Land Navigation/Scout Camp area this year but did not find any. However, according to Bill
Busby this is a prime spot for them to be, if they are on the installation at all. More intensive
searching on multiple dates may reveal specimens.
Another area with suitable habitat is the bottomland formed by the oxbow of the Kansas
River on the northeast side of the post; however, this is Hunting Area ―D‖ which is favored by
turkey hunters and further coordination would be required to deconflict this area for any survey
activity.
Timing/Weather Considerations
This year’s survey began at 1000, two hours later than last year. However, starting at
1200 may be even better. Not only does this allow more time for the weather to warm up, it
deconflicts with other primarily-morning post activities such as the Post Yard Sale and the
CGSC Triathlon which currently limit flexibility in scheduling the survey.
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While the formal one-day survey has great merit, especially for coordinating volunteer
groups, examination of sites over a couple of weeks by a smaller team after the formal survey,
also recording weather conditions for each date, should produce greater overall numbers of both
individuals and species observed.
The Airfield (Chief Joseph Loop) is burned in the spring to reduce brushy growth and
maintain suitable habitat for nesting birds. Examination of that transect after the controlled
burns may be beneficial in assessing the utility of artificial cover items in providing shelter for
reptiles and other wildlife during the burns.
As done in this year’s report, record weather information from the week prior in future
reports to examine correlations between species activity and recent weather patterns.
Administrative Issues
Provide participants with a sign to place in the dashboard of vehicles with identification
and contact number, and where the vehicle occupants will be when out checking transects. This
helps the Military Police during the patrols, so they know the vehicle on the side of the road is
not abandoned, and that its occupants are not lying injured in the woods.
The Western Chorus Frog listed on the checklists needs to be renamed Boreal Chorus
Frog (and the scientific name should be updated to Pseudacris maculata).
Reference the Fort Riley survey reports to set up year-to-year data comparison tables (the
goal is to break out year-to-year data by specific cover item as seen for this year’s results in
Appendix C). POC for the Fort Riley survey is Mr. Mike Houck, (785) 239-2537,
mike.p.houck.civ@mail.mil.
Given that if the survey is conducted over a period of days or weeks vs. a single day, the
same individuals may be observed repeatedly, a mark/recapture study may be feasible.
Refrain from listing coordinates, providing detailed maps, etc. in these reports because
the reports become public-domain files and unscrupulous readers may use the information to the
detriment of the installation’s herpetofauna.
Over time, if some sites produce little or no specimens, consider relocating cover items to
create additional sites or augment existing sites.
Reassess the placards for durability—31H is damaged (the corner with cotter pin is
broken off). The plastic placards may not hold up from year to year. Additional placards will
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also be required for marking cover items in the Hazelnut Plantation, Land Navigation Area, and
Rehabilitated Landfill.
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Appendix A: List of Transects and Species Found at Each
1. Hazelnut Plantation
There are approximately 10 pieces of artificial cover at this site, consisting of boards, tin,
and carpet. The boards and tin were set in Spring 2009 by George Pisani and Bruce
Archambault. Carpet was added 18 March 2010 by Chris McMartin. Cover items have not been
marked and entered into the registry.
This site is a clearing which used to be farmed by inmates from the various prisons and
disciplinary barracks on and near the installation. It is now being rehabilitated back to a more
natural state. There are numerous pairings of boards and tin all along the edge of the woods, and
some pairs are located about 10 yards into the woods. There is also a lot of black weed-killer
material on the ground. This material is scheduled to be ripped up and removed because it has
proven hazardous to wildlife. In the meantime, because it provides ground cover, it attracts
snakes. There is also a short power line cut with some brush and exposed rock branching off to
the east from the plantation area.
Species found here in 2010 were Blanchard’s Cricket Frog, Five-lined Skink, and
Ringneck Snake.
Surveyors: Dustin Dougherty, Brett Gibson, Carol Gibson, Marc Gibson, Cheryl Hook
Species Found 2011: NONE

2. Water Tower
There are 17 pieces of artificial cover at this site, consisting of boards and tin, all placed
in Spring 2009 by George Pisani and Bruce Archambault. Cover items have been marked with
red placards, each with a unique alphanumeric identifier, and entered into the registry.
This is an east-west running transect on a fairly steep west-facing grassy slope in the
middle of a wooded area, with a small spur running northeast along a trail into the woods from
the main board line.
Species found here in 2010 were American Toad, Five-lined Skink, Eastern Racer, Milk
Snake, Western Rat Snake, and Ringneck Snake.
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Artificial Cover Registry Numbers: 11A through 11R
Surveyors: Shirlene Johnson, Dillon Knopp, Dan Krull, Logan Martin, Kyle Moodie
Species Found
Lizards:
Five-lined Skink (1) under rock near Cover Item 11J
Snakes:
Eastern Racer (1), Cover Item 11J
Western Rat Snake (1) on the crawl
Ringneck Snake (2) under Cover Items 11A and 11B
The author revisited this site to permanently affix the placards to the cover items on 02
May 2011. He observed the specimens listed below at 4:30 p.m. Weather conditions as reported
by Weather Underground were as follows: temperature 62 ºF, humidity 28%, sea level pressure
30.25 in Hg, wind N at 10 mph, sky scattered clouds.
Additional Species Found (after the formal survey date)
Snakes:
Milk Snake (1) under Cover Item 11A
Ringneck Snake (1) under Cover Item 11B

3. Land Navigation Area/Scout Camp
This site was prepared Spring 2009 by George Pisani and Bruce Archambault and
consists of boards and tin. Because the author could not visit the site prior to this year’s survey,
it was not designated as a site to be explored, and has none of its cover items placarded or
entered into the registry. However, Nick Gomez was interested in scouting the area after the
completion of his assigned transect, as the area is potential habitat for redbelly snakes, Storeria
occipitomaculata, and smooth earth snakes, Virginia valeriae.
Species found here in 2010 was Blanchard’s Cricket Frog.
Surveyor: Nick Gomez
Species Found: Western Worm Snake (1)
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4. Chief Joseph Loop (Sherman Army Air Field)
There are approximately 30 pieces of artificial cover at this site, consisting of boards, tin,
and carpet. The boards and carpet were placed 05 March 2010 by Chris McMartin and Dan
Krull. Based on Joe Collins’ suggestion after last year’s survey, Chris McMartin augmented the
site with tin on 04 December 2010. Most cover items are marked with red placards, each with a
unique alphanumeric identifier, and entered into the registry. After the survey, additional boards
were located in the thick vegetation; these boards may not have been checked during the formal
survey but were checked two weeks later.
This transect is a dirt road on a berm/levee around the perimeter of the airfield. Fourwheel drive may be necessary to travel the road if it has rained recently. Terrain is level all the
way around. The road surrounds a flat, grassy area near the runway, and in turn is surrounded by
low-lying seasonally-inundated areas favorable to amphibians. To the east is a wooded
bottomland formed by an oxbow of the Missouri River, and along the southeast portion of the
road the Missouri River is less than 20 yards away.
Species found here in 2010 were American Toad, Boreal Chorus Frog, Blanchard’s Cricket Frog,
Bullfrog, Brown Snake, Western Ribbon Snake, Ringneck Snake, Common Garter Snake, and
Eastern Racer.
Artificial Cover Registry Numbers: 21E through 21Z, and 31A through 31D, plus 3 unlabeled
boards and 3 unlabeled carpets
Surveyors: Gerard Brungardt, Luke Brungardt, Petra Brungardt, Tom Brungardt, Joseph
Collins, Suzanne Collins
Species Found (no cover item numbers given; it is assumed all amphibians were observed
aurally rather than visually, and snakes were not found under labeled cover)
Frogs and Toads:
American Toad (±25)
Blanchard’s Cricket Frog (±12)
Boreal Chorus Frog (±25)
Plains Leopard Frog (±15)
Bullfrog (±25)
Snakes:
Eastern Racer (1), adult under log
Common Garter Snake (1), gravid female on the crawl
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Gerard and Petra Brungardt hold a bullfrog and Plains leopard frog found on the Chief Joseph Loop transect. Photo
courtesy Mike Caron.

The author revisited this site to permanently affix the placards to the cover items on 03
May 2011. At 3:30 p.m. he observed a large Prairie Kingsnake under Cover Item 21H. It
escaped before he could photograph it. Weather conditions as reported by Weather Underground
were as follows: temperature 62 ºF, humidity 33%, sea level pressure 30.30 in Hg, wind NW at
7 mph, sky partly cloudy.
On 07 May 2011 the author returned in the hopes of finding the prairie kingsnake again
for photography. At 10:55 a.m. an Eastern Racer was observed basking on an unmarked board
north of Cover Item 21E, and the Prairie Kingsnake was discovered under Cover Item 21L. Also
noted were a Boreal Chorus Frog under a board south of Cover Item 21M, a Boreal Chorus
Frog under Cover Item 21U, numerous chorusing Boreal Chorus Frogs, and 2 calling American
Toads. Weather conditions at this time, as reported by Weather Underground, were as follows:
temperature 75 ºF, humidity 48%, sea level pressure 29.75 in Hg, wind W at 7 mph, sky mostly
cloudy.
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5. Power Line Ridges
There are 27 pieces of artificial cover at this site, consisting of boards, tin, and fiberglass.
Boards and tin were placed 17 March 2010 on the north-south portion of the transect, and 01
April 2010 on the east-west ridge, by Chris McMartin. Cover items are marked with red
placards, each with a unique alphanumeric identifier, and entered into the registry.
The first part of this transect consists of a north-south running set of power lines about 30
yards east of a wooded west-facing bluff with some exposed rock and vernal pools at the bottom.
The cover items are placed in pairs (boards and tin) on south-facing sides of small ridges,
adjacent to some of the power poles for ease in locating them. Cover item pairs are generally
spaced between the poles themselves in relatively open terrain and the edge of the woods. Three
pairs of cover items are spread east of one of the power poles on a hillside in grassy terrain.
The second part of the transect is a series of boards and one fiberglass panel set along the
woods/grassy hillside transition, on the southern side of an east-west ridge line terminating in a
wooded bluff with exposed rock. During the survey, three tins were discovered in this area but
no specimens were observed under them.
Species found here in 2010 were American Toad, Blanchard’s Cricket Frog, Five-lined
Skink, Eastern Racer, Milk Snake, Western Worm Snake, Ringneck Snake, Brown Snake, and
Copperhead.
Artificial Cover Registry Numbers: Power Lines: 31E through 31U; East-West Ridge: 31V
through 31Z and 41A through 41F
Surveyors: Dustin Dougherty, Brett Gibson, Carol Gibson, Marc Gibson, Nick Gomez, Cheryl
Hook, Chris McMartin, Sarah McMartin
Species Found:
Lizards:
Five-lined Skink (3) under Cover Item 31M, one on the crawl at the west end of the ridge, and
one juvenile under a rock at the west end of the ridge
Snakes:
Milk Snake (1) under caprock at the west end of the ridge
Western Worm Snake (6), five under Cover Item 41A and 1 under 41E
Ringneck Snake (23), eight under Cover Item 31E, two under 31G, five under 31H, two under
31L, one under 31M, two under 31U, two under rocks at the east end of the ridge, and one under
a rock at the west end of the ridge.
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Juvenile milk snake found at the outcrop at the west end of the ridge line on Power Line Ridges transect.
Photo courtesy Logan Martin.

The author revisited this site to permanently affix the placards to the cover items on 28
April 2011 from 5:20 to 6:15 p.m. He observed the specimens listed below. Weather conditions
as reported by Weather Underground were as follows: temperature 69 ºF, humidity 33%, sea
level pressure 29.93 in Hg, wind W at 10 mph, sky mostly cloudy.
Additional Species Found (28 April 2011)
Frogs and Toads:
Gray Tree Frog (1) calling in ravine
Boreal Chorus Frog (1) calling in ravine
Lizards:
Five-lined Skink (1) under Cover Item 31L, which was wet underneath
Snakes:
Milk Snake (1) under Cover Item 31G, ―in the blue‖ indicating an imminent shed
Ringneck Snake (7), one under Cover Item 31E, four under 31F, one under 31G, and one under
31H
The author revisited this site on 07 May 2011 and observed the specimens listed below at
11:50 a.m. Weather conditions as reported by Weather Underground were as follows:
temperature 77 ºF, humidity 36%, sea level pressure 29.76 in Hg, wind variable at 4 mph, sky
mostly cloudy.
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Additional Species Found (07 May 2011)
Snakes:
Milk Snake (1) juvenile under Cover Item 31F
Ringneck Snake (7), one under Cover Item 31F and six under 31G
Common Garter Snake (1) under Cover Item 31E
The juvenile milk snake was retained for photographs and the author returned to the
transect on 09 May 2011 at 7:15 p.m. for release under the same board. Upon lifting the board to
repatriate the snake, the following additional observations were made. Weather conditions as
reported by Weather Underground were as follows: temperature 84 ºF, humidity 58%, sea level
pressure 29.47 in Hg, wind S at 20 mph, sky mostly cloudy.
Additional Species Found (09 May 2011)
Snakes:
Eastern Racer (1) under Cover Item 31F
Milk Snake (1) under Cover Item 31F
Common Garter Snake (1) under Cover Item 31E

6. Power Line Cut
There are 25 pieces of artificial cover at this site, consisting of boards and tin. Boards
were placed 01 April 2010 and tin was placed 10 December 2010 by Chris McMartin. Cover
items are marked with red placards, each with a unique alphanumeric identifier, and entered into
the registry.
This transect consists of a southwest-northeast running power line offering a small grassy
cut through a wooded area overlooking the post cemetery. The transect traverses several small
but steep southeast-running ridges and in some of the lower-lying areas tends to become
seasonally inundated.
Species found here in 2010 were Five-lined Skink and Ringneck Snake.
Artificial Cover Registry Numbers: 41G through 41Z, plus 6 unlabeled boards and tin
Surveyors: Alex Becker, Kyle Becker, Ryan Becker, Tom Becker, Tricia Becker
Species Found: (no cover item numbers listed)
Lizards:
Five-lined Skink (5)
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Snakes:
Western Worm Snake (1)
The author revisited this site to permanently affix the placards to the cover items on 01
May 2011. At 1:45 p.m. he observed a Brown Snake under Cover Item 41N. Weather
conditions as reported by Weather Underground were as follows: temperature 52 ºF, humidity
30%, sea level pressure 30.17 in Hg, wind calm, sky mostly cloudy.

7. Rehabilitated Landfill
This site was initially prepared 10 April 2010 by Chris McMartin. However, the boards
were moved a few days after placement by installation personnel who mistook them for trash.
Because the author could not reestablish the site prior to this year’s survey, it was not designated
as a site to be explored, and has none of its cover items (if they still exist) placarded or entered
into the registry.

8. Power Line Cut #2
There are 12 pieces of artificial cover at this site, all tin, placed 20 December 2010 by
Chris McMartin. Cover items are marked with red placards, each with a unique alphanumeric
identifier, and entered into the registry.
This short transect consists of a north-south running power line offering a small grassy
cut through a wooded area.
Artificial Cover Registry Numbers: 11S through 11Z and 21A through 21D
Surveyors: Dustin Dougherty, Brett Gibson, Carol Gibson, Marc Gibson, Cheryl Hook
Species Found: NONE under the cover items; the following were found north of the road at the
north end of the transect.
Snakes:
Eastern Racer (1)
Western Rat Snake (1)
The author returned after the formal survey to permanently affix the placards to the cover
items, but observed no animals.
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Appendix B: Comparison of Cover Item Use
The following table is a breakout of what cover items were utilized by species observed during
the survey period. Under the column ―Rock/Log,‖ only the eastern racer was found under a
log—the other animals in this category were under rocks. If no information was recorded from
ANY transect as to the whether a species was discovered under cover, that species is not listed in
this table.
Species
Chorus Frog
Five-lined Skink
Eastern Racer
Ringneck Snake
Milk Snake
Western Worm Snake
Western Rat Snake
Common Garter Snake
Brown Snake
Prairie Kingsnake

Tin/
Metal
1
14

Plywood
2
1
1
23
4
5

2
1
1

Fiberglass

Rock/
Log
2
1

Not Under
Cover

1
3

Unknown
26
6
2
10

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
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Appendix C: Artificial Cover Use by Item/Transect
This table is a modified version of the Artificial Cover Registry, a tab in the Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet ―2011 LVN Herp Survey Info.‖ The full version of the registry includes GPS
coordinates for each item—not presented here due to the sensitive nature of such information to
a wider audience. The full version will be maintained by the Natural Resources Division and/or
the designated survey point of contact.
Items highlighted in green indicate those cover items under which reptiles and/or
amphibians were found this year. Note that for some transects, individual cover item data was
not recorded; absence of highlighted items on this table does not necessarily mean artificial cover
was not productive for observing animals at these sites. It is important to stress to survey
participants the importance of complete and accurate data collection.
Over time, it should become evident that some cover items, and perhaps even entire
transects, are not productive. These items can then be moved (and their locations updated in the
registry) to sample other areas of the installation.
Reg No.

Transect

Type

Habitat

Date Placed

11A

Water Tower

Plywood

Forest Edge/Hillside

Spring 2009

11B

Water Tower

Scrap Metal

Forest Edge/Hillside

Spring 2009

11C

Water Tower

Tin

Forest Edge/Hillside

Spring 2009

11D

Water Tower

Tin

Forest Edge/Hillside

Spring 2009

11E

Water Tower

Plywood

Forest Edge/Hillside

Spring 2009

11F

Water Tower

Plywood

Forest Edge/Hillside

Spring 2009

11G

Water Tower

Tin

Forest Edge/Hillside

Spring 2009

11H

Water Tower

Plywood

Forest Edge/Hillside

Spring 2009

11J

Water Tower

Plywood

Forest Edge/Hillside

Spring 2009

11K

Water Tower

Plywood

Forest Edge/Hillside

Spring 2009

11L

Water Tower

Plywood

Forest Edge/Hillside

Spring 2009

11M

Water Tower

Scrap Metal

Forest Edge/Hillside

Spring 2009

11N

Water Tower

Tin

Forest

Spring 2009

11O

Water Tower

Plywood

Forest

Spring 2009

11P

Water Tower

Plywood

Forest Edge/Trail

Spring 2009

11Q

Water Tower

Plywood

Forest Edge/Trail

Spring 2009

11R

Water Tower

Plywood

Forest Edge/Trail

Spring 2009
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11S

Power Line Cut #2

Tin

Forest Edge

20 Dec 2010

11T

Power Line Cut #2

Tin

Forest Edge

20 Dec 2010

11U

Power Line Cut #2

Tin

Forest Edge

20 Dec 2010

11V

Power Line Cut #2

Tin

Forest Edge

20 Dec 2010

11W

Power Line Cut #2

Tin

Forest Edge

20 Dec 2010

11X

Power Line Cut #2

Tin

Forest Edge

20 Dec 2010

11Y

Power Line Cut #2

Tin

Forest Edge

20 Dec 2010

11Z

Power Line Cut #2

Tin

Forest Edge

20 Dec 2010

21A

Power Line Cut #2

Tin

Forest Edge

20 Dec 2010

21B

Power Line Cut #2

Tin

Forest Edge

20 Dec 2010

21C

Power Line Cut #2

Tin

Forest Edge

20 Dec 2010

21D

Power Line Cut #2

Tin

Forest Edge

20 Dec 2010

21E

Chief Joseph Loop

Plywood

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

05 Mar 2010

21F

Chief Joseph Loop

Tin

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

04 Dec 2010

Carpet Near 21F

Chief Joseph Loop

Carpet

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

05 Mar 2010

21G

Chief Joseph Loop

Tin

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

04 Dec 2010

21H

Chief Joseph Loop

Plywood

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

05 Mar 2010

21J

Chief Joseph Loop

Plywood

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

05 Mar 2010

21K

Chief Joseph Loop

Tin

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

04 Dec 2010

21L

Chief Joseph Loop

Plywood

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

05 Mar 2010

21M

Chief Joseph Loop

Tin

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

04 Dec 2010

21N

Chief Joseph Loop

Tin

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

04 Dec 2010

21O

Chief Joseph Loop

Plywood

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

05 Mar 2010

21P

Chief Joseph Loop

Tin

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

04 Dec 2010

21Q

Chief Joseph Loop

Tin

Grassy W-Facing Slope

04 Dec 2010

21R

Chief Joseph Loop

Plywood

Grassy W-Facing Slope

05 Mar 2010

21S

Chief Joseph Loop

Tin

Grassy W-Facing Slope

04 Dec 2010

Carpet Near 21S

Chief Joseph Loop

Carpet

Grassy W-Facing Slope

05 Mar 2010

21T

Chief Joseph Loop

Plywood

Grassy W-Facing Slope

05 Mar 2010

21U

Chief Joseph Loop

Plywood

Grassy W-Facing Slope

05 Mar 2010

21V

Chief Joseph Loop

Tin

Grassy W-Facing Slope

04 Dec 2010
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Carpet Near 21V

Chief Joseph Loop

Carpet

Grassy W-Facing Slope

05 Mar 2010

21W

Chief Joseph Loop

Plywood

Grassy W-Facing Slope

05 Mar 2010

21X

Chief Joseph Loop

Tin

Grassy W-Facing Slope

04 Dec 2010

21Y

Chief Joseph Loop

Tin

Grassy NW-Facing Slope

04 Dec 2010

21Z

Chief Joseph Loop

Plywood

Grassy NW-Facing Slope

05 Mar 2010

31A

Chief Joseph Loop

Tin

Grassy NW-Facing Slope

04 Dec 2010

31B

Chief Joseph Loop

Plywood

Grassy NW-Facing Slope

05 Mar 2010

31C

Chief Joseph Loop

Tin

Grassy NW-Facing Slope

04 Dec 2010

31D

Chief Joseph Loop

Plywood

Grassy NW-Facing Slope

05 Mar 2010

31E

Power Line Ridges

Tin

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31F

Power Line Ridges

Plywood

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31G

Power Line Ridges

Plywood

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31H

Power Line Ridges

Plywood

Grassy SW-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31J

Power Line Ridges

Plywood

Grassy W-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31K

Power Line Ridges

Tin

Grassy W-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31L

Power Line Ridges

Plywood

Grassy W-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31M

Power Line Ridges

Tin

Grassy W-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31N

Power Line Ridges

Plywood

Grassy W-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31O

Power Line Ridges

Tin

Grassy W-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31P

Power Line Ridges

Plywood

Grassy S-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31Q

Power Line Ridges

Tin

Grassy S-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31R

Power Line Ridges

Plywood

Grassy S-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31S

Power Line Ridges

Tin

Grassy S-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31T

Power Line Ridges

Plywood

Grassy S-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31U

Power Line Ridges

Tin

Grassy S-Facing Slope

17 Mar 2010

31V

East-West Ridge Line

Plywood

Forest Edge, S Slope

01 Apr 2010

31W

East-West Ridge Line

Plywood

Forest Edge, S Slope

01 Apr 2010

31X

East-West Ridge Line

Plywood

Forest Edge, S Slope

01 Apr 2010

31Y

East-West Ridge Line

Plywood

Forest Edge, S Slope

01 Apr 2010

31Z

East-West Ridge Line

Plywood

Forest Edge, S Slope

01 Apr 2010

41A

East-West Ridge Line

Plywood

Forest Edge, S Slope

01 Apr 2010
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41B

East-West Ridge Line

Plywood

Forest Edge, S Slope

01 Apr 2010

41C

East-West Ridge Line

Plywood

Forest Edge, S Slope

01 Apr 2010

41D

East-West Ridge Line

Plywood

Forest Edge, S Slope

01 Apr 2010

41E

East-West Ridge Line

Fiberglas

Forest Edge, S Slope

01 Apr 2010

41F

East-West Ridge Line

Plywood

Forest Edge, S Slope

01 Apr 2010

41G

Power Line Cut

Plywood

Forest Edge, Hilltop

01 Apr 2010

41H

Power Line Cut

Plywood

Forest Edge, SE Slope

01 Apr 2010

41J

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

Tin Near 41J

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

41K

Power Line Cut

Plywood

Forest Edge, SE Slope

01 Apr 2010

Tin Near 41K

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

41L

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

41M

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

41N

Power Line Cut

Plywood

Forest Edge, SE Slope

01 Apr 2010

41O

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

41P

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

41Q

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

41R

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

41S

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

41T

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

41U

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

41V

Power Line Cut

Plywood

Forest Edge, SE Slope

01 Apr 2010

41W

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

Tin Near 41W

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

41X

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

Tin Near 41X

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

41Y

Power Line Cut

Plywood

Forest Edge, SE Slope

01 Apr 2010

Tin Near 41Y

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

41Z

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010

Tin Near 41Z

Power Line Cut

Tin

Forest Edge, SE Slope

10 Dec 2010
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Appendix D: Map Showing Species Found by Transect
This Google Earth image indicates the species found at each transect over the last two
surveys (2010 and 2011). Species in red were observed at that location ONLY in 2010; species
in blue were observed ONLY in 2011; and species in bold green were observed both years.
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Appendix E: Additional Photos from Survey

Dustin Dougherty holding Western Worm Snake.

Prairie Kingsnake found under cover board on Chief Joseph Loop. Specimen was approximately four feet long.
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Juvenile Five-lined Skink.

Milk Snake and Ringneck Snake as found under plywood cover board.
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Eastern Racer. Photo courtesy Logan Martin.

Common Garter Snake. Photo courtesy Mike Caron.
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Survey participants photograph the garter snake shown previously. Clockwise from left: Mike Caron, Gerard
Brungardt, Nick Gomez, Suzanne Collins, Luke Brungardt, Joe Collins, Sarah McMartin.

Western Rat Snake. Photo courtesy Logan Martin.

